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In this paper a problem in group theory is solved to produce an interesting 
class of groups. The motivation, however, comes from algebraic number 
theory and in particular the Artin representation. 
To describe this representation we follow [5, Chap. IV and VI]. Let K and 
L be local fields, i.e., fields complete with respect to a discrete valuation and 
with perfect residue field. Let L have valuation ring A, and valuation v, 
extending the valuation on K. Suppose that L/K is a finite Galois extension 
with Galois group H. 
Then H has a normal series consisting of the ramification groups 
Hj = {O E H: V~(UX - X) > j + 1 V x E A,}, j = -1, 0, I,2 ,..., which produces 
a character of H, due to Artin, as described in Theorem 1 below. 
The notation adopted in this paper is as follows. If G is a finite group, 
then Irr(G) denotes its set of irreducible characters. l,, rG, and U, = rc - 1, 
are its principal, regular, and augmentation characters, respectively, whilst 
unless otherwise stated xc and xG will mean the restriction of x to G and the 
character of G induced from x. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be any finite group and G = G, D G, D ea. D 
G, = 1 any normal series of G, i.e., Gj (1 G, j = 0, l,..., m. 
Set i(x) = sup{j: x E Gj} + 1 if 1 # x E G, 
i(l)=- C i(x) (orthogonality with I G). 
X#l 
Then El ,I, E Z + such that 4 is a character of G. 
ProoJ: Consider 
@GJG(4 = 0 if x&Gj, 
go =-- if 
gj 
1 # x E Gj, where gj = card(Gj). 
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So if x # 1, then 
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true also for x = 1 by orthogonality with 1,. Taking /z = g,, the theorem is 
proved. 
It may be possible in some cases to take /z < g, and still obtain a 
character 4i. In particular if Gj is the jth ramification group of the 
extension L/K described earlier, then Artin’s res-ult states that we may take 
/z = 1 in Theorem 1. 
If G is an abstract soluble group, then from a group theorist’s point of 
view a natural choice for Gj is the jth derived subgroup G(j), and this paper 
classifies those finite soluble groups G for which we can take A = 1 with this 
choice of (Gj}. We call these L-groups and call the smallest m for which 
Gem) = 1 the length of G. 
1. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. A L-group G must be one of the followirtg: 
(i) abelian, 
(ii) Frobenius of length 2, 
(iii) a CN-group of length 3 satisfying G/G’ z C,? G” is a 2-group, 
G’/G” is cyclic of odd order, and both G/G” and 6’ are Frobenius. Thus a 
l-group is always a CN-group. Conversely, a finite group of type (i), (ii), or 
(iii) is a l-group. 
We explain these terms. A finite group G is called Frobenius if it has a 
proper subgroup N such that x-‘Hx n H = 1 V x E G - H. A finite group G 
is called a CN-group if C,(x) is nilpotent whenever 1 # x E G. For an 
account of the recent importance of these groups see 111. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is in three stages. First we obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a group to be a L-group in terms of the degrees of its 
irreducible characters, This reduces the problem to constructing groups from 
constraints on their characters. 
Next the L-groups of length 2 are classified with the consequence that no 
h-group can have length 4 or more. This leaves the classification of L-groups 
G of length 3, accomplished by studying the action of G/G’ on 6”. 
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2. CHARACTER DEGREES OF A-GROUPS 
Set pc = -i in Theorem 1 (where Gj is Go’). Thus G is a I-group if and 
only if pc is a character of G. Derived subgroups of a L-group are d-groups 
by: 
LEMMA 1. If G is a A-group, then G’ is a A-group. 
Proof. Note that by Eq. (1) if pc is a character of G, then so is pc - uG 
and moreover pc, = bG - Us&, , implying that pG, is a character of G’. 
We consider L-groups as being built up from A-groups of shorter length. In 
other words let H = G’ be a A-group and seek conditions for G to be a A- 
group. 
For this we need Clifford’s theorem 13, p. 791. This says that if x E: Irr(G), 
then xH has the form e C;=, ryi, where e E Z ’ and the yi are a complete set 
of conjugates of some v E Irr(H). This is reminiscent of how prime ideals 
split in normal extensions of number fields, taking e to be ramification index 
in this analogy. Moreover er ) [G: H] [3, p. 1901, so set f= (G: H]/er in 
analogy to residue degree. This is a function of v (3, p. 951, and we have: 
LEMMA 2. pG is a character of G if and only if f(v) [ (p,, v)~ V w E 
Irr (H). 
Proo$ From Eq. (l), 
PG=$P:+Ub m 
where h = card(H), g = card(G). Therefore, ,oG is a character of 
G -+ tic, XL E z V x E Irr(G) * (h/g)cO~, XL E z V x E WG) - 
(g/h)1 @Ny~NIH VxE Irr(G)- Wh)leCL, C&,W&, Vxe WG) fol- 
lowing Clifford’s theorem o (g/h) 1 er(pH, w), V I,Y E Irr(H), and the result 
follows. 
To study pc for groups of length 2 and 3, let K = H’ and k = card(K). 
Then K is abelian and 2 cases arise: 
LEMMA 3. (a) If 1, # I+Y E Irr(H) is linear, then (pH, y), = 1. 
(b) If w E Irr(H) and yK is a sum of nonprincipal linear characters, 
then fjH, Y>~ = (k/h + 1) w(l). 
Proof. By Eq. (2), 
(3) 
=+3 Y.&c+ Y(l). 
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(a) If ye is nonprincipal and linear, then vIc = 1,) ~(1) = 1, and the 
result follows from (3). 
(b) By Clifford’s theorem, ~~ has decomposition e 
ii linear. Then v(l) = er + by (3), (pH, v/), = (k/h) w(1)@,, 0, + v(l), but 
by (a> @zv, 51, = 1. 
This produces an effective criterion for a group of length 2 or 3 to be a I.- 
group. Note that any abelian group is a L-group QG = I+). 
kEmlA 4. (a) Let G be’afinite soluble group of length 2. The, G is a i- 
group if and only ifits nonlinear irreducible characters have degree jG: G’ j. 
(b) Let G be a finite soluble group of length 3. Then G is a I-group $ 
and only lf its no&near irreducible characters are of 2 &Des: 
(i) those of degree [G: G’ ], which restrict to sums of linear 
characters of G’, and 
(ii) those of degree an integer multiple of /G: G”]/(l + jG’: G”j), 
which restrict to sums of nonlinear irreducible characters of 6’. 
ProoJ: (a) Since all irreducible characters of 6’ are linear, the result 
follows from Lemmas 2 and 3(a). 
(b) From Lemmas 2 and 3. For (ii), note that the condition 
f (WI I QH, v>, becomes 
where x is an irreducible constituent of ‘yG. 
COROLLARY 1. If G is a L-group of length 2, thelz card(G’) and [G: G’ ] 
are coprime. 
ProoJ: If Irr(G) has c nonlinear characters and d= [G: G’]: t 
card(G) = Clir(G) &(I))’ = d + cd’: whence card(G’) = P + cd. 
COROLLARY 2. A nilpotent L-group G must be abelian. 
ProoJ If G has length m > 1, then by Lemma 1 G(+‘) = F is a I-group 
of length 2. F is also nilpotent, so card(F’) and jF: F’\ cannot be coprime, 
contradicting Corollary 1. 
3. ,I-GROUPS OF LENGTH 2 
b2MMA 5. Let G be a finite soluble group of length 2. Then G is a A- 
group $ and only zx G is Frobenius. 
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ProoJ: First it is well known that the irreducible characters of a 
Frobenius group of length 2 satisfy Lemma 4(a); see, e.g., [3, p. 941. 
Conversely, by Corollary 1 and Schur-Zassenhaus, there exists a 
subgroup F of order d = [G: G’] and index 1 + cd = rz, complementing G’. 
Consider permutation 
4x> = 
Ft, . -. Ft, 
Ft x 
1 .a. Ft”x i ’ 
where {ti} is a transversal of F in G and t, = 1. This gives a representation 
of G with character card{i: Fti = Ft,x} = card{i:x E t;‘Ft,} = lg. Let 
(I,“), = 4. We want to show that (s(x) = 1 if I # x E F, since then 
t;‘Fti f” F = 1 if i # 1, and the lemma follows. 
Take x E Irr(G) and analyse xF. Then 
(i) the d linear characters of G restrict to give all the d irreducible 
characters of F. For if xF = & = rq where x, [ E Irr(G) are linear, then 
01, vG)C = 1 = (c, w~)~. But vG has degree 1 + cd and there are only d linear 
characters of G, so x = [. 
(ii) If x has degree d, then xF = rF. Since F n G’ = 1, xF(x) = 0 if 
1 # x E F. Therefore xF is an integer multiple of rF. Comparing degrees, 
xF= rF. 
Therefore, if 1: decomposes as 2 cixi, xi E Irr(G), then ci = (l,,xiJF = 1 
if xi is nonlinear or 1 G, else =O. 
Suppose # decomposes as C kjvj, vj E Irr(F). Then kj = (4, vj), = 
(l;, $>G = (lG2 Iyjc)G + ck, lyjc)G, summed over nonlinear xi E Irr(G) = 
(1~~ vj)F + cki,, vj)F = c + 1 if wj = IF, else =c. 
Therefore, 4 = cr, + l,, whence $(x) = 1 if x # 1. 
If x E G - G’, C,(x) r G/G’, whilst if x E G’ - 1, C,(x) = G’. These are 
both abelian groups so G is a CN-group. It is known that if H is a Frobenius 
group of length 2, then H/H’ is cyclic [2, p. 3391. From this we deduce: 
LEMMA 6. A l-group G has length at most 3. Moreover, if G has length 
3, then G/G' and Gl/G” are both cyclic, and G/G” and G’ are both 
Frobenius. 
Proof. If G is a d-group of length 3, then G’ and G/G” are A-groups by 
Lemmas 1 and 4, respectively, so both are Frobenius by Lemma 5. By the 
above comments G/G’ and G’/G” are cyclic. This rules out the possibility of 
a k-group of length 4 or more by Zassenhaus’s theorem [4, p. 2463, which 
says that if F is a finite soluble group with F’/F” and F”/F”’ both cyclic, 
then F” = 1. 
LEMMA I. If H < J< G, then J’ = H and J is a /l-group. 
Proo$ J/K is a Frobenius group of length 2, implying that (J/K)’ = H/K 
and J’ = H. Comparing the normal series GDWDKD I and 
J D H D K D 1, pJ = (P~)~, which is a character of J. 
In applications J will be an inertia group IG(w) = {g E 6: w(g - “xg) = 
v/(x) V x E H), IJY E Irr(H). Note that H < ZG(w). 
LEMMA 8. If 3 1, # v E Irr(H) satisfying I,(w) = 6, then [G: H ] = 2. 
ProoJ: By 13, p. 1861, since IG(v/) = G and G/H is cyclic, w is extendible 
to 6, i.e., 3 x E Irr(G) with xc = li/~ If I+V is linear, then ‘yG is irreducible by 
Lemma 4 implying 1,(v) = H. Thus x must have degree [H: M] = 1 + cd, 
say, where /G: H] = d. 
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4. A-GROUPS OF LENGTH 3 
For this section assume that G is a A-group of length 3 with G’ = H and 
6” = K. First we find [G: H]. 
Applying Lemma 4(b), 1 + cd = M(d( I + cd)/(i + 1 + cd)) for some 
MEZ’, so 2+cd=Md, implying dj2. 
It therefore suffices to find such a w. For this we use Brauer’s lemma 
[l, p. 661. This says that if L is a cyclic group of permutations of both 
Irr(H) and the set of conjugacy classes of H, such that permuting the rows of 
the character table by o EL produces the same result as permuting the 
coiumns, then the number of rows left fixed by 4, equals the mumber of 
columns left fixed by L. 
Taking L to be G/H with action by conjugation, w E Irr(H) lies in an 
orbit of length 1 if and only if I,(w) = 6. Thus by Lemma 8 it suffices to 
find a nontrivial conjugacy class of H left fixed by L in order to show 
(G: HI = 2. Let us assume one does not exist. 
Note that in this case if card(G/H) is a prime power yr, then counting the 
orbits of conjugacy classes, card(H) zz 1 (mod 4). By Schur-Zassenhaus G 
splits over H, and L acts as a subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 9. Ifprime p 1 [G: H], then p = 2. 
Proo$ By Lemma 7 we may assume G/H r C,. Then any generator of hi 
induces a fixed-point-free automorphism of H of order p. By Thompson’s 
theorem 12, p. 3393, H must be nilpotent, contradicting Corollary 2. 
By Lemma 7 we now have only the case [G: HI = 4 to eliminate. Let 
6, = (a) of order 4, and let r = 0’. 
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LEMMA 10. Suppose H has odd order and let z be any automorphism of 
H of order 2. Suppose F = {x E H: t(x) = x} lies in K. Then 1 # F z K, and 
distinct elements of F cannot be conjugate in H. 
ProoJ Define homomorphism $: K-t K by $(k) = r(k) k-‘. Then 
ker#=F, and since z(z(k) k-l) = kz(k)-1, K/FZI=im#<{xEK: 
r(x) = x- ’ }. Since K has odd order, In F = 1. Also IF = K, and we deduce 
thatI={xEK:r(x)=x-I}. 
Now suppose x = h-‘yh, x, y E F, h E H. Then x = z(h)-’ yr(h), whence 
u=z(h)h-1EC,(y)=K.Butz(u)=u-‘,souEI~~=r(k)k-’forsome 
kEK+z(k-‘h)=k-‘h+k-‘hEF+hEK*x=y. 
Thus F # K. Also F # 1 by Thompson’s theorem. 
With our choice of r, F < K since G/K is Frobenius. Now if k E I, one 
checks that a(k) E I, so o is a fixed-point-free automorphism of I. By 
reasoning as in Lemma 10, a(x) = x-’ V x E 1, implying r(x) = x V x E I. 
This says that K = F, a contradiction completing the proof of: 
LEMMA 11. [G: H] = 2. 
Lemma 10 also enables us to prove: 
LEMMA 12. K is a 2-group. 
Proof Suppose not. Let S be the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Then 
S u G, and by Lemma 4(b) G/S is a A-group. So assume K has odd order. 
Note again that H has odd order, G splits over H, and take L = (r). As with 
Lemma 9, r fixes a nontrivial w  E Irr(H). By Brauer’s lemma z fixes a 
nontrivial conjugacy class of H, which must lie in K since G/K is Frobenius. 
By Lemma 10 this conjugacy class contains some x 6Z F. 
Set x = uz1, 1 # u E 1, u E F. x is conjugate to r(x) = u-~u, i.e., ugug = 
u -IV for some g 6 H. ug-iug = vg-iv-‘g. Therefore U-~U E C,(g) n K. 
u # 1 + r(x) # x 5 g @ K * U-‘U = 1, a contradiction. 
If x E K - 1 or G - H, then C,(x) is a Z-group and so is nilpotent. If 
x E H-K, C,(x) z H/K, abelian so nilpotent. Thus G is a (X-group. 
For the converse, suppose G is of type (iii) in Theorem 2. To show that G 
is a A-group, we apply Lemma 4(b). First Irr(G/G”) gives the irreducible 
characters of G of degrees 1 and 2. The remaining irreducible characters of 
G (those of type (ii)) are induced from G’, when it suffices to note that e is 
an integer multiple of 2e/( 1 + e) if e = [G’: G”], since e is odd. The simplest 
example of such a group is S,. 
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